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o Fluid overpressure in Shale?
o Physical properties and transformations in Shale?
o Seismic expression of Mobile Shale?

o The goal is to understand sources of fluids and
shale transformations during burial and how it
affects seismic imaging of mobile shales
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Shales

Claystone
>66% of clay grains have a 

diameter ≤4 μm

Mudstone
33-66% silt particles having 

diameter of 4-62.5 μm

Fluid overpressure in Shale?

➢ Muds and clays deposit having water as
their constituent and later due to
compaction, the water cannot escape
restoring hydrostatic pressure

➢ Low permeability retards fluid escape
both vertically and horizontally

Porosity
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Mobile Shales

Mud Volcanoes

Directly accessed

Intrusive ductile 
flowing shale

?

Seismic…..

No direct 
access

Complex 
geometries 

No well defined 
Seismic properties
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Analysis

Shale 
Transformations

Physical Properties

Density

Acoustic 
Impedance 

Sonic Velocity

Reflection 
Coefficient 

Porosity
Clay DiagenesisOil Cracking

Seismic Expression
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Oil Cracking

➢ Oil changes to methane at
depths around 3-5 km

➢ 140-200 MPa pressure rise (TM)

TM

Hansom and Lee, 2005
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IllitizationClay Diagenesis

Clays/
Muds

Claystone/
Shale

Mechanical 
Compaction

Illite Rich 
Shale

Smectite 
expelled 

water 
leaves the 

system 

±Detrital/ Diagenetic grains
Clay minerals

Clay Diagenesis

Smectite+ K-Feld -> Illite+ Quartz+ nH2O
Quartz+ nH2O+Cations+Kaolinite -> Chlorite/ Ankerite

Non-expandable claysChemical
Compaction

Smectite 
expelled 

water forced 
to stay in the 

system

nH2O

Density rise gently 
porosity decrease 

gently

Compaction carries 
on normally. Porosity 

keep falling and 
density rises

Up to 50 ℃ / 2 Km 

70 ℃- 130 ℃ / 4-5 Km 

Effective 
stress falls…

a high 
overpressure 

develops

Qin et al., 2019
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Clay Diagenesis

➢ Temperature and time relationship for smectite to illite transformation

110-4 10-2 102 104 106 108 1010

Age (Ma)

Modified from Soto et al., 2021
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Porosity

➢ Top of overpressure: Porosity gently
decrease (Smectite-Illite)

➢ Onset of overpressure: A steep
increase of porosity (Thermogenic
Methane)

➢ Methane has more influence in 
rising the fluid overpressure in 
shale compared to water

Top of overpressure

Onset of overpressure
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Density

➢ Gentle increase of density with depth
is indicative of the onset of
overpressure

➢ λ= pore-fluid pressure ratio=
➢ pore-fluid pressure/ lithostatic stress
➢ λ= 0.7-0.8 (normally compacted)
➢ λ= 0.8-0.9 (undercompacted)
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Effects of water and methane on 
the density of mobile shales

Density:
Normally compacted shale>
undercompacted shale> Mobile Shale
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Acoustic Impedance (AI) 
Resistance to the transmission
Of the seismic energy through
the medium
AI = Density × Velocity
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Sonic velocities of mobile shales

The velocity at which sound waves travel 
in a particular medium
➢ Density controls Sonic Velocity
➢ Most of data:

At 2 Km: Illitization drops Vp

At 3.5 Km: MCTZ drops Vp

MCTZ

Illitization
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Acoustic Impedance (AI)
➢ AI= Density × Sonic Velocity
➢ Increase in sonic velocity increases AI

NIST, 2008

Up to 18% 
water release

Up to 20% 
Methane
generate
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Reflection Coefficient (RC)
➢ The proportion of seismic wave amplitude reflected wave (RV) from an interface to the

incident wave (IV) amplitude. If 10% of the amplitude is returned, then the reflection
coefficient is 0.10

➢ +ve RC : RV polarity same as IV, -ve RC: RV polarity opposite to IV

-0.3 at 4km

-0.15 at 1.5–2.0 km
AI1 = Impedance of 
upper layer
AI2 = Impedance of 
lower layer 



Near-surface mud volcanoes
➢ Seabed: slight negative reflectivity
➢ Carbonate: very strong polarity (+ve) than other rock types
➢ Fluids (Methane and water) will make the reflectivity of shale, very weak (-ve)
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Strong +ve Reflection

Strong -ve Reflection
Methane Pocket?

Feeder System 

Fracturing

Superposition

Offshore Colombia

Strong +ve Reflection

Strong +ve Reflection

Poorly imaged
Feeder system

Barbados Accretionary Wedge



Fold Cored mobile shale
➢ Mobile shale thickens towards the core
➢ Fluids and gases go across the unconformity
➢ In other places, no clear negative… gradational changes in overpressure
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Gas Chimney

Strong -ve Reflection
Above Shale Top
Methane transport

Unconformity…
-ve (Methane)?

DHI: Direct
Hydrocarbon
Indicator

NW Gulf of Mexico



Mobile shales in depth
➢ Negative reflectivity at top of shale….Methane rich fluids
➢ A positive reflection makes sense for overpressured, mobile shale above normally 

pressured sandstones and shales
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Shale Top

Shale Base

–ve RC, between 
Mobile shale below and 
normal shale above

East Breaks fold belt 



➢ Mobile shales represent the highly overpressured state of shales that pierce
through its overlying roof of rocks in the earth crust.

➢ Illitization expels water and oil cracking generates methane in the depths
around 1-2 Km and 2-5 Km, respectively.

➢ Fluid-gas mixtures characterize the shale with lower sonic velocity, density
and acoustic impedance that tends to form criteria for its recognition on the
seismic images.

➢ Careful evaluation of shale composition, thermal and burial histories and
advanced seismic processing are prerequisite for a better understanding of
mobile shales.
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